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� e Kecskemét Puppet � eater is one of the 13 best-rated state-supported puppet theater in the country.
Like most rural puppet theaters, its roots date back to several decades of activity until the early 60s. � e 
theater that celebrated the 30th anniversary of its turn into a professional theatre in 2016, is primarily 
attended by pre-school and school groups in seat-holder system. At weekends they o� er programmes 
for families, accompanied by renewing plays year-by-year with intention of provoking interest and 
creating community.
� ey take the needs of all age groups into consideration, as a � rst theatrical experience, they make plays 
for even those who are under the age of four, which are playful acquaintances with the theater. Young 
teenagers are involved in theatrical plays and classroom productions related to current problems. Adults 
are welcome with guest performances in frame of Pestiek in the Buda Street series presented as unique 
productions in Kecskemét’s cultural o� er. � e � eater is the permanent host of the Hungarian Puppet 
� eater Meetings, a professional event held every two years for the latest performances of professional 
puppet theaters in Hungary.

King Rigócsőr

Author: Tibor Zalán, based on the story of Grimm Brothers
Designer: Ákos Mátravölgyi
Composer: Benedek Darvas
Director: Ágnes Kuthy
Actors: Ernő Apró, Tamás Ivanics, József Fülöp, Júlia Szörényi

„Oh, this is a specimen, his chin is like a beak on a stork, but not so digni� ed, but just so mockingbirdish, 
my suitor’s chin is like a beak of a mockingbird, how dares he come here with that?
Would that be my husband? Only a servant in my kitchen.”
� ere could be an exceptional performance excepted for those who are interested: motion theatre elements, 
the circus, the live play and the object game are all part of this production. � e tale, however, preserves the 
story in a comprehensible and relivable way, showing the tale of a beautiful, smart, but � nicking princess.

Recommended from 5 years of age.
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